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Motivation for Enhanced Password 
Management

Browsers are used to access and store user-sensitive data
Password managers must be secure and match 
performance standards
Password managers allow users to use more 
secure/complex passwords
Password managers help protect users from phishing sites
Non-functional Requirements

1. Security
2. Usability
3. Performance
4. Maintainability
5. Testability 



Stakeholders and Non-Functional 
Requirements

Stakeholder Non-functional Requirement 
Priorities

Users Security, Usability, and Performance

Website Administrators Security

Developers Maintainability

Testers Maintainability, Testability



Features
Redesigned Save Password Prompt

added "Not this time" button 
more intuitive compared to current options



Features 
Master Password

set master password
at the beginning
increase in security
ability to change 
master password
under settings
(next slide)



Features
Import/Export

Settings tab brings hidden features together
Adding exporting feature



Features 
Account/Password Listing and Search 

Listing of all login 
details

 
Showing password 
requires master 
password

 
Search filters 
results as you 
type



Current Conceptual Architecture of the Password 
Management System



Proposed Conceptual Architecture for the Password 
Management System



Alternate Conceptual Architecture for the Password 
Management System



Stored Passwords and Multiple Pages
Some websites have multiple authentication pages

Chosen Design 
Our design requires every page to reaccess the Password 
Database to retrieve a stored password 

Enhanced security by keeping passwords encrypted on 
the hard disk

 
Alternative Design

Store passwords in the page's memory space
Use implicit invocation to notify pages of a password 
change
Increased performance with fewer disk accesses
Decreased security
Complex implementation



Limited Customizability
Future extensions will not be given direct access to 
Password Database

Added complexity with increased number of subsystems 
in UI and Data Persistence

But results in a higher level of cohesion
Possible decrease in performance with more disk 
accesses, and overhead involved in encryption

 
If attacker gains access to HDD and cracks encryption 
(or figures out master password), passwords become 
vulnerable 

Risks & Limitations of Approach



Sequence Diagram - Storing a New Password



Effects of Concurrency & Team Issues

Passwords and general repository are now on separate data 
flows and storage 
Affords both development and testing concurrency for 
both systems



Limitations 
No reference architecture for existing password 
management systems
Difficult to find information on similar implementations

e.g. Firefox, Opera, Safari & IE

Lessons Learned

Implementation of new features does not always 
negatively influence a system's architecture 

 
Trade offs between NFRs are inevitable, i.e. there is no 
perfect system



Conclusions 

Current implementation
Passwords stored in a general purpose repository

 
Proposed implementation

Passwords stored in separate, secure DB
Part of Chrome itself as opposed to an extension
Adds following enhanced features

Master password
Searching
Import/Export

Number 1 NFR: security 


